
Nourishing Herbal Infusions – How To 
Herbal infusions (or, really strong teas ;)) are inexpensive, simple, incredibly profound medicines which 
nourish every dimension of our beings. By allowing the herbs to be steeped for a long period of time, it 
releases heaps more nutrients, minerals and vitamins and actually allows us to absorb them more easily 
too.  

When I make my infusions, I take a handful of dried herb and place it in a quart jar which I then filled to 
the top with boiling water, tightly lid and let steep for 4-10 hours (overnight!). Since the minerals and 
other phytochemicals in nourishing herbs are made more accessible by drying, dried herbs are 
considered best for infusions. 

I make my infusions at night before I go to bed, that way like magic they are ready in the morning. I put 
my herb in the jar and my water in the pot, the pot on the fire, and then brush my teeth (or sweep the 
floor or clean the litter box, or all of the above) until the kettle whistles. I then pour the boiling water up 
to the rim of the jar, screw on a tight lid, turn off the stove and the light, and go to bed.  

In the morning, I strain the plant material out, squeezing it well, and drink the liquid. I drink the whole 
quart of infusion within 36 hours as it can spoil pretty quickly after that – it is alive, after all! After 
straining you /definitely/ want to refrigerate any unused portion as it really can turn quicker than you 
think. If that does happen at any point though, have no fear – your plants will LOVE to drink spoiled 
herbal infusion, and you can even use it as a hair rinse to add strength and shine to your tresses! I know, 
herbs are amazing.  

In this season of deep winter, I highly recommend some oatstraw to fortify the body and nettle to deeply 
nourish and revitalize the adrenals. You can add them together or use them one at a time, and experiment 
with adding other herbs like lemonbalm, linden, even a few leaves of mint or basil or rosemary can 
really shift the flavor profile. 

You can drink nourishing herbal infusions every day if you want, there are no contraindications for the 
herbs suggested and they are truly incredible with how effectively and efficiently they can support the 
body into realigning with our innate wholeness. I recommend them at least 3x weekly to begin with, and 
then listen to your body. Notice how it responds to the practice, and how the herbs integrate within your 
system. Would you benefit from using them every day for a while? Perhaps only twice or once a week? 
Listen in! Your body and your intuition are your guides with this, and the only way you can get it wrong 
is to not do it at all.  

Have fun! Let the plants and your body tell you how to move forward, and if you decide to experiment 
with any other herbs, be sure to let us know in the group how it’s going for you!  

Green blessings, sisters! 

Where to buy: 

Please do not buy your medicinal herbs on Amazon!  

These are precious plants, and you want to be aware of when, how, where and why they were harvested. 
We are all consciousness, plants included, and the way in which the plants are harvested /does/ make a 
difference.  



There are a few reputable stores in the Milwaukee area which stock herbs for infusions, most notably 
Tippecanoe Herbs and Apothecary downtown.  

Generally, I buy whatever herbs I can’t harvest myself or gather from friends (shout-out to Sonia, 
forager extraordinaire) from Mountain Rose Herbals. The company was founded by a well-known 
green witch and herbal expert, Rosemary Gladstar, and all products I’ve ever received from them have 
been high quality and reliable.  

I’ve also had luck in the past ordering from Frontier Organics, another local-ish company (actually, 
driftless region, where I grew up!) and I know they have a lovely process for working with their herbs 
which includes dowsing and prayers and song. The more ritual the better, I say!  

No matter where you choose to buy from, do please be sure you trust the supplier and trust their integrity 
through every step of the process. These are simple but /powerful/ tools for personal health and well-
being, so quality /is/ of utmost importance.  

Alright, end rant. Happy shopping! ;)


